Moving Forward

The logjam has broken!

With the new die-cutting company doing great, we have shipped many new products. Hydran Attack has continued the Federation Commanderseries. Booster Pack #91 brings the classic Franz Joseph ships that started everything into that game system.

Fighters, drones, plasma torpedoes, and shuttlescraft have been released for the Starline 2400 miniatures range.

Prime Directive Klingons has been converted to the d20 Modern game rules.

Klingon Armada has added the first new game engine to the Star Fleet Universe in years. SFB Modules G3 and G4 have brought the annexes for that game up to date.

Not everything happened as planned. F&E 2010, Federation Admiral: PD Federation, a bunch of new minis, and Briefing #3 are still in development and will appear in 2010.
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